This paper is concerned with modified integration algorithm in the strain space for rate and temperature dependent elasto-plastic constitutive relations in order to obtain more accurate results in numerical implementation. The proposed algorithm adopts both the 2-stage Lobatto IIIA with second-order accuracy and the iteration procedure using the Newton−Raphson method to enfoce consistency at the end of the step. The algorithm enables to consider the convective stress rates on the yield surface in the strain space in the numerical integration of the constitutive model. Accuracy assessment using the isoerror maps and FEM analysis of the adiabatic shear band is carried out in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm.
Introduction
Strain-rate and temperature dependent constitutive models are widely utilized in the numerical simulation for materials under dynamic loading conditions. Since most materials show their inherent rate and temperature dependent behaviors in various strainrate. Numerical implementations for the constitutive equation such as the Johnson−Cook model are typically carried out on the basis of theoretical results which are derived on the stress space formulation. However the stress space formulation in rate independent plasticity possesses the singularity in the constitutive equation and cannot distinguish between the plastic loading and elastic unloading for work-softening materials. Therefore it has the possibility of confusion in loading-unloading criteria when the plastic strainrates are fluctuated or thermal softening takes place. The strain space formulation proposed by Il'yushin is attractive alternatives to eliminates confusion in the definition of the loading-unloading criterion and also provide a unified treatment for work-hardening or softening materials.
phase. But this method cannot consider the histories of the stress rates on the yield surface during the plastic deformation since it just guarantees first-order accuracy. 2 This paper is concerned with modified integration algorithm in the strain space for rate and temperature dependent elasto-plastic constitutive relations in order to obtain more accurate results in numerical implementation. The proposed algorithm is integrated analytically using integration by part and chain rule and then is applied to the 2-stage Lobatto IIIA with second-order accuracy. 3 The suggested algorithm enables to consider the convective stress rates on the yield surface of the strain space. The accuracy of the proposed algorithm is assessed by isoerror maps for rate independent constitutive relation. Analysis of the adiabatic shear bands is also carried out in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm for rate and temperature dependent constitutive relation.
Numerical Integration Formulation based on the Strain Space

Strain space plasticity for rate and temperature dependent constitutive model
For rate and temperature dependent constitutive model, the von Mises yield criterion in the strain space can be expressed as follows;
, where the function 
, where p D is the plastic deformation rate and the vector a is normal to the yield surface. Elastic deformation rate can be written as shown in Eq. (3) by the additive decomposition of the deformation rate.
According to the consistency condition and chain rule, the yield function of Eq. (1) should satisfy
This paper deals with adiabatic shear deformation which describes the localization of plastic flow at high strain rate to large plastic strain. Therefore temperature change can be expressed as follows;
, where ρ is the density of the material, p c is the heat capacity of the material and χ defines the fraction of plastic. With these Eq.(1)~(5) the effective plastic strain rate is written as shown in Eq.(6).
where H means the slope of stress-strain curve of rate and temperature dependent material. Consequently, the stress rates,
, can be solved by Eq. (3) and Eq. (6) 
Modified integration algorithm
Elastic strain increments by strain space plasticity can be calculated analytically as shown in Eq. (7).
Numerical integration of Eq. (7) can be carried out with 1st-order accuracy as follows,
Eq.(8) shows the backward-Euler return mapping method which is the most widely used integration scheme. The backward-Euler return mapping method consists of elastic predictor−plastic corrector. The method has advantage that it is unnecessary to compute the intersection point of the elastic predictor with the yield surface when deformation occurs from inside the yield surface to plastic state. 2 However the omission of the 2nd-order term in Eq.(8) leads to the truncated error and exact solution can be obtained only when the vector of plastic strain rate,
Actually, the plastic deformation accompanies with nonlinearities and nonproportional loading. That is, pl d a varies nonlinearly during the single time step. In order to consider these nonlinearities and non-proportional loading, the proposed algorithm integrates the 2nd term of Eq. (7) analytically using integration by part and chain rule as shown in Eq.(9).
If the 2-stage Lobatto IIIA is applied to Eq. 
Adopting the proposed algorithm, the convective plastic strain can be considered since there is the 2nd derivative term of the yield function in the 3rd term in Eq.(10). Therefore the proposed algorithm enables to consider the histories of plastic strain during the plastic deformation and also has 2nd-order accuracy. This study adopts the iteration procedure using the Newton-Raphson method to enforce consistency at the end of the step. 2 The proposed algorithm is implemented with ABAQUS/Explicit using the user-subroutine, VUMAT. 
Numerical Implementation
Accuracy assessment using the isoerror maps
In order to evaluate the accuracy of the proposed scheme, isoerror maps are constructed using both the conventional and the proposed scheme. The isoerror maps which is proposed by Kreig et al. is popular method to assess the accuracy of the numerical integration algorithm for elasto-plastic problem. 5 The isoerror maps are constructed using the three points on the yield surface, which correspond to uniaxial, biaxial and pure shear stress respectively. Errors are plotted as the relative root mean square of the error between the exact and computed solution, which is obtained according to the following expression. 
, where σ is the results from the proposed algorithm and * σ is the exact solution corresponding to the 1000 strain increments. Fig. 1(a) shows the isoerror maps of the conventional backward-Euler return method in Eq. (8) and Fig. 1(b) exhibits the results of the proposed algorithm. The isoerror maps indicate that the conventional backward-Euler return method gives the errors of 6.7, 1.9 and 2.6 on the uniaxial, biaxial and pure shear stress state respectively, while the proposed method provides the errors of 2.2, 0.58 and 0.72. The comparison using the isoerror maps represents that the accuracy of the proposed algorithm is improved by 70% compared to the conventional backward-Euler return method at any given strain increment.
Numerical analysis of adiabatic shear bands
Numerical simulation of adiabatic shear band test performed by Kim et al. is carried out in order to demonstrate the accuracy of the proposed algorithm for dynamic deformation. Kim et al. used cylindrical shape of 93W-4.9Ni-2.1Fe alloy as a specimen. The diameter and length of the specimen are 0.48mm and 0.38mm respectively. Fig. 2 represents the adiabatic shear band is localized in the specimen subjected to about 50% strain at 5000 /sec strain rate. 6 Fig . 3 shows the finite element model of a specimen and incident, transmitted bars for the analysis of the adiabatic shear band. Finite element models utilize axi-symmetric elements for simplicity and infinite elements in order to prevent reflection of the stress waves on the ends of two bars. 5000 elements are used in the modeling of the specimen as shown in Fig. 3 . In the simulation, the Johnson−Cook model is used as the rate and temperature dependent constitutive relation as shown Eq.(12). The values of material constants are taken from Stevens's report. 
Distributed load is imposed on the end of the incident bar shown in Eq.(14) so that the specimen is subjected to about 50% strain at 5000 /sec strain rate. Homogeneous deformation is observed throughout the 50% strained specimen as shown in Fig. 4(a) . Compared with the results of the conventional scheme, the suggested scheme indicates that the adiabatic shear bands are formed in the specimen and propagated to the center of the bottom from the edge of the specimen as shown in Fig. 4(b) . Comparing the results from ABAQUS/Explicit and ABAQUS/Explicit VUMAT, the proposed algorithm gives a better agreement with Kim's experimental results.
Conclusions
This paper is concerned with modified integration algorithm on the strain space for rate and temperature dependent elasto-plastic constitutive relations in order to obtain more accurate results in numerical implementation. The proposed algorithm is integrated analytically using integration by part and chain rule and then is applied to the 2-stage Lobatto IIIA with second-order accuracy. Accuracy assessment using the isoerror maps indicates the result of the proposed algorithm is improved by 70% compared to the conventional backward-Euler return method. Numerical analysis of adiabatic shear band also demonstrates that the proposed algorithm is more accurate than the conventional method for rate and temperature dependent constitutive model.
